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The December 23 conference call can be billed only to Jeremy's home number.I canceled the original call CR 

01201 because Pam said it couldn't be billed to the office. I called and got a different operator and he 

accepted the arrangement and gave me CR 27169.A little before 4:00 I had to call back in to tell them not to 

place a call to Kermit (his plans have changed - he will patch in if able to participate). Another woman said 

"there is a note on your account that it cannot be billed to your office if the host takes the call elsewhere."So I 

asked that it be billed to Jeremy's calling card and read off the number from the file. She said that is not a valid 

number, it has too many digits. Tracy, you will need to call your "local" company to get this fixed.New 

development: while I was typing this note, I got a call from the AT&T operator stating that they are repeatedly 

trying to call "Mr. Gunn at that 703 number" and they get only voice mail message so they are unable to 

complete the conference call. I said the reason for that is that the call was requested for December 23. She 

said she will have to call me back and reschedule the call for tomorrow and give it a new CR number.It is now 

4:30 and she has not called back to give a new CR #. We may have to call about this in the morning.
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